Product Description:
MIRACLE BOND 1310 is a multi-purpose, rapid cure, epoxy bonding and repair adhesive. Its specially formulated, non-sag property is ideal for bonding most materials together.

Uses:
- Ideal bonding agent for most materials including concrete, brick, wood, stone, block and other substrates
- May be used as an adhesive or filler
- Non-sag patching material for cracks and small spalls

Advantages & Features:
- Rapid initial 3 hour cure at room temperature
- Moisture insensitive allowing installation and curing in damp environments
- Cures under water
- Dispensable from medium duty caulk guns

MIRACLE BOND BEFORE AND AFTER PROPERTY APPLICATIONS

ROOF FASCIA
CRACKED STUCCO
VERTICAL SPALLS
ROTTED WOOD

Re-cap and mix with or without nozzle
MIRACLE BOND in a resealed cartridge stays fresh and can also be mixed without a nozzle. Dispense equal amounts of material and mix with a flat mixer until a consistent gray color is obtained without any streaks.

VISIT WWW.ATCEPOXY.COM TO VIEW

How to Repair a Rotten Wood Door Frame
How to Repair a Cracked Step Corner
How to Fix Control Joints and Cracks
Product Description:
CRACKBOND JF is a two-component, rapid curing, polyurea joint and crack filler. It is solvent free, flexible and with its low viscosity and self-leveling design, allows for 10 - 15% movement of installed joint width.

Uses:
- Fill and repair horizontal cracks
- Use to fill interior/exterior control joints or new construction saw joints on horizontal concrete surfaces
- Protects joint edges from spalling due to wheeled traffic

Advantages & Features:
- Treated joints can be opened to foot and light vehicular traffic in 90 minutes at 75 °F (24 °C)
- Self-leveling, low viscosity system
- Wide application and service temperature range, including freezer applications
- Dispensable from all standard caulk guns

CRACKBOND JF POLYUREA PROPERTY APPLICATIONS

For The Big Jobs!
Increase your efficiency on the job and decrease your cost per ounce by taking advantage of our larger packaging options. Spend less time changing cartridges and more time filling.

"HOW TO" PROPERTY REPAIR VIDEOS

How to Repair Honeycomb Step Damage
How to Repair Stucco
How to Repair a Cracked Sidewalk
**Product Description:**

**ULTRABOND® 2100 MV** is a two-component, high strength epoxy adhesive, ideal for bonding concrete and steel and is perfect for use in a variety of repair projects.

**Uses:**
- Bonding hardened concrete to hardened concrete
- Bonding freshly mixed concrete to hardened concrete and steel
- Bonding and sealing interior and exterior slabs
- Spall repairs when mixed with aggregate
- Available in cartridges and in bulk

**Advantages & Features:**
- Moisture insensitive allowing installation and curing in damp environments
- Self-leveling medium viscosity
- Medium to large width horizontal crack repair

---

**CRACKBOND® EPOXY REPAIR PASTE**

**Product Description:**

**CRACKBOND® EPOXY REPAIR PASTE** is two-component, moisture insensitive, high modulus, high strength, structural adhesive. Its specially formulated non-sag properties are perfect for large overhead and vertical repairs. It may be used in temperatures between 40 °F and 110 °F (4 °C and 43 °C).

**Uses:**
- Bonds to most construction materials including concrete, block, brick, metal, stone
- May be used as an adhesive or filler
- Non-sag patching material for non-moving cracks and spalls
- Excellent for pick-proofing, as a capping paste for injection processes, waterproofing applications, repair and restoration

**Advantages & Features:**
- High-build and easily trowelable
- Superior hardness for tamper resistance
- Hi-mod formula - cures stronger than concrete
- Available in cartridges and in bulk
- Easy 1:1 mix ratio by volume

---

**CRACKBOND CSR RAPID CURE-CRACK/SPALL REPAIR**

**Product Description:**

**CRACKBOND CSR** is a two-component, polyurethane hybrid specially designed with an ultra-low viscosity providing a quick repair of hairline cracks and spalls in concrete.

**Uses:**
- Quickly repair interior/exterior hairline cracks
- Spall repair when mixed with aggregate
- Industrial floor repair applications with high volume traffic
- Parking structures and concrete bridge repair

**Advantages & Features:**
- Open to traffic in 60 minutes at 77 °F (25 °C)
- Available in cartridges and in bulk
- Ultra-low viscosity penetrates cracks and wets substrate and aggregate
- May be used with concrete powder pigments for color matching

---

**ULTRABOND® 2100 MV EPOXY BONDING AGENT**

**Product Description:**

**ULTRABOND 2100 MV** is a two component, high strength epoxy adhesive, ideal for bonding concrete and steel and is perfect for use in a variety of repair projects.

**Uses:**
- Bonding hardened concrete to hardened concrete
- Bonding freshly mixed concrete to hardened concrete and steel
- Bonding and sealing interior and exterior slabs
- Spall repairs when mixed with aggregate
- Available in cartridges and in bulk

**Advantages & Features:**
- Moisture insensitive allowing installation and curing in damp environments
- Self-leveling medium viscosity
- Medium to large width horizontal crack repair

---

For more information, please visit www.atcepoxy.com  1.800.892.1880
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